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Introduction
7 Figure 1. The discrete sequence production (DSP) task. A. Exp. 1 example trial: a sequence cue (white numbers on the computer screen) is followed by an execution cue (outline changes color, numbers are masked). Online visual feedback about key-presses was given during the response window (green asterisks for correct presses, red for incorrect presses), followed by reward points depending on performance. 30% of the trials in a block were No-Go trials (red outline + low-pitch sound, top) , 70% were Go trials (green outline + high-pitch sound, bottom) . B. The next trial could be either a Repetition of the same sequence (0.5 probability), or a Switch to a new sequence. C. Example trial in Exp. 1 with the following trial timing: preparation phase: 2.5 sec; response window: 2 sec; ITI: 0.5 sec. Dashed horizontal line indicates force threshold (1 N) to determine the moment of each key-press and release (dotted lines). P1 = press of first key; R4 = release of fourth key; IPI 1 = first inter-press interval. Total time (TT) = RT + MT. D. Exp. 2 design: repeating sequences, trial structure and timing. Note that the go-signal here is given via white box around the sequence cue. 500 ms 1 2 5 3 3 + 1 2 5 3 1 2 5 3 1000 ms (duration determined by RT + MT) 8 sequences: 1 3 2 5 1 5 2 3 2 3 1 5 3 1 5 2 5 1 3 2 2 5 1 3 3 2 5 1 5 2 3 1 D Exp. 2 (2 days -Repeating sequences, sequence-specific learning) and consisted of a string of 4 numeric characters displayed in white on black background 146 (Sequence cue), and framed by a white rectangle ( Fig. 1A ; character height 1.5 cm, visual angle 147 approx. 2˚).
149
Task. We used a discrete sequence production (DSP) task in which participants were required 150 to produce sequences of key-presses with the five fingers of their right hand ( Fig. 1A ). Each 151 sequence was cued by 4 numbers ranging from 1 to 5, instructing which fingers had to be 152 pressed (e.g., 1 = thumb, 2 = index, … 5 = little). The sequence had to be executed by 153 sequentially pressing the fingers corresponding to the numbers on the screen, from left to right.
154
On each trial, participants were presented with a 4-item sequence and asked to prepare for the 155 corresponding finger presses (preparation phase). After a fixed delay of 2.5 seconds, an audio-156 visual execution cue would mark the beginning of the sequence response window (a fixed 2 timing but wrong finger press (any one wrong key-press); +1 points for correct timing and press 180 (i.e., movement initiation in Go trials, or no movement in No-Go trials); and +3 points for correct 181 timing, correct press, and TT 2% or more faster than TT threshold. TT threshold would decrease 182 by 2% from one block to the next if both of the following performance criteria were met: median 183 TT in the current block faster than best median TT recorded hitherto, and mean ER in the last 184 block < 25%. If either one of these criteria was not met, the thresholds for the next block 185 remained unchanged. At the end of each block of trials, the median TT, mean ER, and points 186 earned were displayed to the participants. At the end of the session, monetary compensation 187 corresponded to the amount of performance points accumulated (points < 750 = 10 $; 750 ≤ 188 points < 1000 = 12 $; points ≥ 1000 = 15 $).
189
Penalizing timing errors (-1 points) more than press errors (0 points) might have made 190 participants more cautious and increased their RTs. Thus, to encourage full preparation of the 191 sequence, for the last 20 participants of Exp. 1 we gave equal weight to timing and press errors 192 (both 0 points). Successive analyses showed no difference in performance between the two 193 groups (with or without penalty for timing errors), suggesting that participants adopted a similar 194 strategy regardless of the penalty.
The scoring system in Exp. 2 was identical to the one in Exp. 1 without any additional 196 penalty for eventual timing errors (0 points). Furthermore participants in Exp. 2 were paid a flat 197 hourly rate (7 $), regardless of the specific amount of points accumulated. Exp. 1. To investigate the nature of the repetition effect, we used a 2-by-2 design independently 201 manipulating whether a particular sequence was repeated or whether the previous trial was a 202 Go or No-Go trial. Sequences in Exp. 1 were randomly determined (see below). On any given 203 trial, there was a 0.5 probability that the sequence was the same as the previous trial 204 (Repetition) or that it was different (Switch; Fig. 1B ). Independently, we varied whether each trial 205 was a Go trial (70%) or a No-Go trial (30%). We designed a majority of the trials to be go-trials 206 to encourage full sequence pre-planning before the execution cue. The order of trials was 207 randomly interleaved, creating all possible combinations of the factors repetition type and 208 execution type of the previous trial. Note that, given that the trial structure was kept fixed across 209 all experimental conditions (i.e., 2.5 sec preparation phase + 2 sec response window + 0.5 sec 210 ITI), there was no difference in time elapsed after a Go, or No-Go trial. Each block was 211 composed of 48 trials (12 repetitions for each of the 4 sequences), and participants underwent 1 212 session of 12 blocks each. In order to limit strong learning effects that might lead to ceiling 213 performance, for each block of trials, we randomly selected four different 4-item sequences from 214 a large pool of all permutations with repetition of the numbers 1 to 5, taken 4 items at a time.
215
Moreover, to keep sequences of a similar level of difficulty, we removed from the permutation 216 pool all sequences in which any number repeated (i.e., each number could only appear once 217 per sequence), or that included "runs" (more than 2 fingers in either increasing or decreasing 218 order; e.g., 1-2-3, or 3-2-1).
Exp. 2.
To explore how sequence learning affects the repetition effect, we designed a second 221 experiment where the set of sequences remained fixed over two consecutive days of testing 222 following overnight consolidation. We used 8 4-item sequences including all fingers of the right 223 hand except for the ring finger. The sequences were selected according to the following criteria: 224 1) each finger was used only once per sequence; 2) each finger started 2 of the 8 sequences; 3) 225 each finger was pressed in every ordinal position twice across sequences; and 4) no more than 226 2 neighboring fingers pressed in a row (i.e., as in Exp. 1, we excluded "runs").
227
In contrast to Exp. 1, Exp. 2 did not contain any No-Go trials and the preparation phase 228 was shortened to a fixed 1 s. Also, the execution cue was presented only visually (white box 229 around the sequence cue), the sequence cue was not masked, and the duration of the response 230 window was not fixed (i.e., TT dictated the actual duration of the trial, with the ITI occurring right 231 after the last key-press). Finally, sequence repetition was not randomized, but counter-balanced 232 across sequences. Each sequence was executed from a minimum of once (i.e., a Switch) to a 233 maximum of five times in a row (i.e., executing once and repeating four times). To ensure a 234 comparable number of trials per each repetition condition, we manipulated the proportion of (Rep2-Rep3+ difference: 4 ± 6 ms; t44 = 0.705, p = 0.484). Importantly, faster RT and MT in Repetition trials did not come at the cost of decreased 293 accuracy. In fact, the opposite was true: accuracy increased from 81.8 ± 1.1% correct trials in 294 Switch trials to 85.6 ± 1.2 % in Repetition trials (paired-samples t-test t44 = -5.532, p = 1.637e- from 4 % to 2.9 % (paired-samples t-test t44 = 2.777, p = 0.008).
297
Overall, our results suggest that repetition of a sequence improves both the initiation of a 298 pre-planned movement, as well as the speed by which the repeated sequence can be 299 performed. The accuracy advantage proved that this effect did not arise at the expense of 300 reduced execution accuracy.
302
Repetition benefit on MT arises from improved online planning, not execution processes 303 The results so far indicate that sequence repetition improves initiation (RT) and movement (MT).
304
Should this be taken as an indication that repetitions improve execution-related, rather than 305 planning-related processes? Not necessarily so. In a previous study we have demonstrated that 306 sequence MT (the time from first to last key-press) is not only a function of motoric processes, 307 but is also strongly influenced by the speed of online planning (Ariani and Diedrichsen, 2019).
308
Even for short sequences, only the first 2-3 key-presses can be fully pre-planned, whereas later 309 movements appear to be planned online, that is during of the execution of the beginning of the 310 sequence. If movement repetition facilitates online planning, this effect should therefore be more 311 prevalent in latter parts of the sequence. If, however, movement repetition facilitates execution 312 processes, it should influence the speed of all presses in the sequence, no matter if these are 313 performed in the beginning or later.
314
To examine this issue, we inspected the 3 inter-press intervals (IPIs) between the onsets 315 of the 4 key-presses separately. The second transition was the slowest, while the first and last 316 transition were nearly equally fast (Fig. 3A) . This indicates a "2-and-2" rhythm, in which each 4-317 item sequence begins with two quick presses, followed by a brief pause, and then again by two 318 quick presses. Given that the sequences changed randomly from block to block, all possible 319 finger transitions could occur with equal probability at each position of the sequence. Therefore, 320 this effect cannot be explained by biomechanical factors (e.g., some transitions being harder than others). Instead, the pattern or results suggests a clear influence of online planning: the 322 first two key-presses can be fully pre-planned and can therefore be executed quickly; then 323 execution needs to slow down until online planning of the remaining two key-presses is finished. Importantly, we found that the repetition effect was most pronounced on the second 328 transition (Switch-Repetition difference, 2 nd vs 3 rd transition: 10 ± 3 ms; t44 = 3.205, p = 0.003; Inter-press interval (ms)
Switch Repetition
A B * we split up the MT into IPIs (Fig. 4C) . Only for the second transition did we find a significant 357 interaction between repetition type and previous trial type (F1,44 = 4.271, p = 0.044).
358 359 360 To test this hypothesis, we designed a second study (Exp. 2) in which a set of 8 sequences was 424 kept constant throughout the experiment. We still randomly varied, however, whether a 425 sequence would repeat or change between trials. Participants trained on the sequences for two 
Figure 4. The repetition effect appears to require movement experience. A. Distribution of median movement times (MT) separately for Switch (light) and Repetition (dark) trials as a function of whether the previous (N-1) trial was a Go, or a No-Go trial. To avoid contamination between Go and No-Go

RT advantage does not reflect improved stimulus processing or action selection 481
In a previous study we found that benefits of increased preparation reach an asymptote after 482 ~1.5 seconds (Ariani and Diedrichsen, 2019 This speed advantage went hand in hand with a decrease, and eventual disappearance, of the 511 repetition effect. This result corroborates the interpretation that repetition benefits on sequence 512 production come from improvements in online planning. More efficient online planning for known 513 sequences allows for faster movement speeds, up to the point where participants are limited not 514 by their ability to quickly plan the next response, but by the ability to motorically implement the 515 response (Ariani and Diedrichsen, 2019). When online planning ceases to be the main limiting 516 factor, the repetition benefit disappears. An alternative and non-mutually exclusive interpretation 517 is that sequences are planned and executed in movement chunks -in the case of our short 4-518 item sequences, 2 chunks of 2 key-presses each. After extensive training, participants could 519 gradually learn to associate each sequence with a larger chunk of 4. This would enable them to 520 quickly pre-plan the entire short sequence at once, and then execute it as one chunk, again 521 removing the benefit of online planning during sequence repetition. Is pre-planning sufficient to drive the repetition effect, or is movement required? 532 The repetition effect was only present when the sequence was actually executed on the 533 previous trial. Sequence pre-planning alone did not appear to be sufficient for the repetition 534 effect. This was slightly surprising given the notion that neural states for planning and execution 535 are very different, both in terms of dynamics and overall levels of activity (Kaufman et al., 2014;
Conclusions 563
Our results show clear repetition effects for sequential movements, thereby extending previous 564 findings that repetition speeds us the preparation of individual movements. The pattern of 565 results is consistent with repetition facilitating entire trajectories through the preparatory neural 566 state-space. While sequence production recruits widespread cortical sensorimotor areas 567 (Wiestler and Diedrichsen, 2013; Kornysheva and Diedrichsen, 2014) , our results would predict 568 that the neuronal origin of repetition effects should not be found in the primary motor cortex, 569 which mainly appears to be involved in the execution of individual movements (Yokoi et al., 570 2018; Yokoi and Diedrichsen, 2019) . Instead, we would expect to observe the effects of 571 repetition in regions involved in (online) motor planning, such as premotor and parietal cortex. movement via two distinct processes. Elife 6:1-23.
